
I am outside a restaurant and see the police arresting a man. I then realize that he was the waiter who has just served us and that he was working for a fake company. He is wearing handcuffs but manage anyway to slap a small girl. I don't understand why and then realize that she is his boss.

I am in a shop with my son about to go out when the lady at the cashier stops us. She is red hair and starts molding an ice-cream to show me how she once looked like when she was young. She actually also molds how she looks now and how she will looks in the future and I get terrified.  

I am in an institution and meet my old Swedish boss. I tell him about the project I want to develop and he gets very enthusiast. He the tells me that I should apply for money and do the project with them. I ask him when it is time to apply and he tells me that I should do it in the spring.

I am in a shop with my son and they are about to close. There is actually a bag laying in the middle and I want to search for the name of the product. I then type it on my phone and a naked woman starts appearing in the background but then another woman hug her hiding her  small breast.

I am in a small airport about to board a small plane when I see my Ukrainian colleague walking out. He is limb but doesn't stop and we only say hi. As I am getting on the actual plane I see him coming out of another door to greet him. I greet him back and walk all the way down the plane.

I am with my girlfriend and her best friend walking through a park. We reach a small cliff and decide to go lay on top of it. We do so even though it is quite tight and we have to keep our legs out. As I get my head down I feel a gypsy family walking behind us. I then get afraid they will rob us.

I am with a group of explorers out in the desert at night. We actually have a small fire on and I congratulate with the oldest a smallest of them who got mentioned in an article. He then tells me that only his initial got mentioned but that the name of a count was fully mentioned with his place.

I am in the mountains and notice a new house without plaster. I realize that it is my own and go inside. It is built next to my old barn and looks good but outside there is a ski competition and some girls tell me that I am one of the favorites. I then go out with my skies and wait for my turn.

I am at a restaurant and call another restaurant to book dinner for my parents. I can't understand what the waiter is saying and pass the phone to my sister. I then realize that my stepfather had an accident and can't use his legs anymore. He is talking to a friend regarding his insurance.

I am driving my parents' expensive car up a small mountain. I actually need to cross a whole country and try to speed up but there are too many curves. I take one really fast and see another car but my car responds really well and I manage to keep in my lane without having any accident.

I am walking on a long road in the suburbs that is getting dark. On my left I see an Indian mother seating with his two young kids and I realize that they are twins and that their bodies is united. I then seat down with them and use two empty tank that are also united to drum a Hindu hymn. 

I am in an office next to a dock by the sea and talk to a secretary about renting my apartment to tourists. She makes a few calculations and try to give me an estimate on how much I should pay her per guest. It is very little and we both realize that it is not worth for them to assist me.

I am in a small apartment and get in the tight sleeping room where my guests are searching information on the Internet. They keep talking to one another but I realize that the girl needs to go to the airport. She only has an hour an a half left and I tell her to go even though she won't make it.

I am at a bus stop and get on a bus. I then see that in front of me is one of the richest men on earth dressing up like a normal tourist. We then start talking about the place where we are. He seems interested in the conversation but as soon as I tell him about my project he goes to talk to a local.

I am in a backroom of the Italian parliament and realize that I could be one of the senators of an increasingly popular party. An actual senator leads me out with a group of people in the parliament. We are actually part of a choir and I have to lead it. I make them perform and it all goes well.

I am at a restaurant with my Polish friend and look at him eating food on a drinking glass. The glass is actually on a dish and I realize that there is drinking water inside the latter. I then tell him that he should read the thesis of a guy who has being writing exactly on our doctorate topic.

I am in the small island where my Venetian apartment is and meet a local couple just across the wooden bridge. I then ask them if they can have the keys of my apartment and give them to my next guests. They then tell me that they are fine with it but the next time I should start paying.

I am walking with my best friend and a girl in a valley. She wants to go up a mountain and turn left to another valley. I actually see that we should turn right to go to the top but she keeps straight and we reach a village flooded with transparent water. I want to film but my friend gets in front.

I am in an ancient city walking without a shirt and showing off my muscles. I actually reach a bar with a lot of young tourists and realize that the road ends. I then don't know what to do and suddenly decide to swim across. As I do so I get afraid that the water might be polluted but it is not.

I am with my girlfriend at a garage sale. I actually see that it is a famous American journalist that is selling his stuff. I want to apologize with him for not having shown up at his conference but he has no time to speak and I go to the next garage where his wife is selling some colorful swimsuits.

I am getting inside a school that the teacher is locking the door. My son is left behind and I need to find a way to get him inside since it his turn to present in class. He is even carrying a basilica plant for his presentation and I manage to get it through a small window and let him go through.

I am in a kitchen talking to my mother and sister. I just had a small accident and they are trying to find a way for me to get a lot of money from the insurance. I actually try to tell them that I can content myself with the right amount of money but my sister talks over me and I decide to leave.

I am in a design university and realize that I am a teacher. I actually have already a student to supervise and I start looking through the homework he has to do. A lot of them are really practical and quite banal and I decide to take him on a small boat to show him some ancient architecture.

I am at a small party and a guy comes to kiss me in the mouth. I really don't want him and realize that he used to be my boyfriend but now I am no longer an homosexual. He has a new boyfriend now and some other guys show me how they became famous singing a nice song to forget me.

I am at an airport with my family and go to the check-in. We actually need to go on holiday to a tropical island but our connection takes us to the Norwegian capital. My sister shows our tickets at the desk but she doesn't have mine and I realize that she had to add me later on a cheaper ticket.

I am on a train with my son and realize that the man next to us is an important museum director. I then introduce myself even though we already met once and tell him again about my art project. He cannot remember much about it and I tell him how I even draw by hand my movements.

I am on top of a mountain with a guy showing me the pick on the opposite side. I actually know about it and just feel very afraid that there will be an earthquake. We then keep walking around the top and reach a metal staircase. I can still see the rusted metal through a new layer of green.

I am watching a movie about a guy kidnapped with a boy. The latter is so small that he manages to escape. I then watch another episode and there is still a bigger guy with a lot of wounds in his back. I then realize that it is the smaller boy who has been growing up but he is still kidnapped.

I am in a room with other people talking to my mountain neighbour's son. He actually tells us that we will be divided in three groups and we will need to run around a big lake. He then shows us a map of the lake and how each group will have to run a marathon in three different paths below it.

I am in a classroom listening to two art critics from Belgium. They are talking about a contemporary artist who has jumped down a building and I go up to tell that in fact several other artists have already done the same. I then go back to seat this time choosing an isolated sofa on the side.

I am on a sidewalk and get my jeans fixed by a woman. An old friend is also with me and tells me that our bus for the city is soon leaving. I then hope that the woman can hurry up but she also starts stitching the lower part of the pants. I then tell her that it was worth to pay her so little.

I am walking down a German garden and look at the stone fence. There are different kinds and I try to understand which one was the original before the bombing of the war. I then reach the end of the path and see that two German girls are getting an award. It consists of a perforated stone.

I am visiting my aunt in an apartment and my cousin shows me how he has some whipped cream on his beard. He then takes me to the living room where my uncle has three eggs. We open one and a plastic woman self-inflates. I then realize that my uncle uses it to jerk off from hole behind it.

I am in a small airport and get in line with my son to fetch the plane. There are a lot of people in front of us and I wonder if we will ever fit inside it. My ex wife also arrives with her ex but instead of getting in the queue they walk to the front to try out a new service for wrapping their luggage.

I am in an apartment at night and watch a broadcast of my girlfriend. She in in a villa also watching a broadcast of her best friend. The latter appears outside the garden and I wonder how her face can be so nicely lighten in the dark. I then also think on how to broadcast back in a nice light.

I am with two homeless friends in an old city. We are actually about to go camping together but I realize that we could go stay at my parents' apartment. I then take them there and start a laundry for them but someone rings the doorbell. It is a local who has brought a paper for my stepfather.

I am walking inside the condominium where I just bought an apartment and realize that a bird is following me. He is actually my pet and I let him go up the staircase even though my neighbour below is cleaning them. I then wonder if she is upset with me but she seems happy to see the bird.

I am in a city with a young Asian girl. His mother and brother are actually behind us following and we get on the bus. They get on their car and drive ahead of us but we keep in phone contact with them. They almost take the wrong exit and pass with the red light but also the bus does it.

I am in an apartment waiting for a woman to serve me and her son some melon. I then talk to the latter and ask him if I should do a drawing for him. He can only mumble and I understand that he wants me to draw a superhero. I remember him to be without muscles but he wants many.

I am walking with my sister and my stepfather in an old city. I then show them where I usually go shopping but end up in a bombed part of town. My stepfather actually climbs down a railroad and get on a small plastic vehicle with my sister. I also get on one and start peddling on the water.

I am in a Swedish high school and hand in my last exam. I then start feeling in a form asking me what kind of job I would like to do. I then write that I wish to work as an artist and hand in the form but then get the result of the exam and they suggest I should apply for a specific university.

I am in the mountain field below my barn and see a long black snake moving. I then tell everyone around me to pull off but then I look at him and realize he has four legs and a dog head. I show it to my carpenter and he goes with the knife to cut his ass and make stakes out of him to eat.

I am walking with a curator in a forest with different art installation. We reach one that looks primitive and realize that it is a bar. We then go in the back and talk to the Belgian artist who created it. He explains how he was able to rise some funding for it and he is now making a lot of money.

I am watching TV with my son and see the news of a peace protest in an historical Italian city. The demonstration is actually taking place in the modern part of town and we realize that everyone is Arab and has a yellow star behind them. They are very aggressive and start praising their god.

I am with my stepfather and he shows me a picture of an old cathedral. He then tells me that it was the period in which he used to take us there every weekend. I actually don't remember and think that it was too long of a journey but then realize that it is the reason why I am so attached to it.

I am roller blading with my mountain neighbours' daughter and an old man from the village. We are actually holding hands and going really fast but miss the exit we had to take. The girl than takes the exit in a highway but cars are coming the opposite way and we have to go through the cops. 

I am in the kitchen of a big house and get some food from the landlord. It is very disgusting and I just walk out from the back but realize that there is a big garden and her dogs are running around it. They are friendly and I cross the garden to get out from the opposite side but it is fenced.

I am with my girlfriend and her old colleague in an apartment. The latter has her husband along and he finds the old thesis of the apartment's owner. It is actually one of her friends and he has already read it but he starts to read it aloud and I wonder whether he has read the thesis I gave him.

I am in a car with my parents and realize that we are traveling through India. We are actually going to an ashram and we continue our journey through an ancient city. My stepfather starts playing a Christian sermon on a megaphone and I feel ashamed but there are many angel sculptures.

I am visiting my parents in their seaside apartment and stand outside on the staircase. There is a ramp going across it to other staircases leading to other apartments and I notice two backpackers approaching. I then realize they are looking for a room and see them going in the next apartment.

I am together with my son looking at an old program about industrialized countries. It shows a lot of statistic and I see some about my country but it soon passes over it. I then tell my son to rewind and read that a generation ago the annual growth rate was four times higher than it was today. 

I am in a Scottish city visiting the studio of an artist. I then tell her about the studios I am renting back in my own country and she agrees on renting one to display her work. I then ask her to give me one of her books but she doesn't understand me and starts complaining about the weather.

I am in my mountain village talking to a neighbour about a new road when another neighbour comes with money for my birthday. I then realize that everyone got some and decide to play bingo with them. I set up boxes with numbers corresponding to two dices but they only want one.

I am in a castle and collect six pens from different generals according to their ranks. I then go up on the defense wall and start exhibiting the pens but three had been stolen by a spy. As I look out in the field I realize that an army is attacking but the brother of a general manages to defeat it.

I am in a farm waiting for one of my twin cousins to help me transporting a crate. He arrives but I realize that I can transport it by myself. I anyway get his help and tell him that I was already beating up several people that tried to help me. We leave the crate in a garage for one of these people.

I am in a museum and the curator shows me the room where he wants me to install my works. There are too many opening on the wall and it is too low. I then try to look for another room but end up in the sleeping quarters. The curator then pulls his pants down and I walk to the main room.

I am a large Japanese hall and walk across the green carpet. It is empty on one side but then I cross the ticket counters and find a lot of people. On one hand there is a Western man and Japanese woman that are being interviewed. I hear the latter talking and realize she is also a foreigner.

I am walking with some friends along a big building made of small pyramids. I actually know that people got lost inside and died but one of the friends proposes to go in to check the drug addicts leaving there. We then pass under one of the pyramids and I realize that there is an opening ahead.

I am seating in a cafe outside with two girls. One of them I already know. She is a tall blond and I can feel her legs against mine. Her face is quite disgusting and I try to talk instead to the other girl who has dark hairs. The latter is not so talkative and the blond girl takes over the conversation.

I am in an old shop and walk in the wrong door where the owner and her son are getting changed. I then walk downstairs and we start discussing about the furniture they need to deliver me. I am not in a hurry but the lady tells me that the her son is soon changing the furniture in his room.

I am walking with some friends on a forest road and reach a beautiful river. We then cross the wooden bridge even though there is a viper stuck on the last step. As we keep walking on the opposite side we reach a long line of people wanting to buy a coffee. I don't want any but also need to wait.

I am in an apartment and see my son below playing with his riffle. He has all the bullets in a sink and one of his friends is carrying them around. I then go downstairs and use a kid's riffle to shoot him in the ass. I warn him not to waste any bullets but he refuses and I hold him to the ground.

I am walking with my son on a big dike with several high drilling machines. As we observe one that is not operating we reach a sign that warns us that there is another machine ahead that is on. We then enter a building and see it but a worker comes to take us down on a special elevator.

I am on an old train and finally arrive at my parents' city. I want to get off our wagon immediately but a guy convince me to stay a little longer to chat and the train starts moving again. It reaches a bifurcation and then go back to another city station that is not too far from my parents' city.

I am seating on a bus with some English guys. They are actually hungry and the one seating next to me asks me whether I want to get off and get some food at an English restaurant. I actually know that a good Italian restaurant is coming up and I wait until the guy comes back with his food.

I am walking outside a dance school and watch the dancers of various ages rehearsing a big show together. As I keep walking I reach a park with three identical twins. They are black and dressing the same green suit with an ancient man with a blue dress observing them doing a modern dance.

I am in a train station of a German city and hear the announcement of a departing train. I then ask a man waiting next to em if I have to take that train to go up north. He tells me that I do and I hurry to get on. I manage to do so but inside there are dining tables and the seats are all booked.

I am walking with my son on a street and can see the graffiti on a wall at the end of the street. There is actually a famous street artist doing one and I take my camera out to photograph him. My son also photograph him with a good camera but the artist realizes it and come to erase the photo. 

I am with my girlfriend at the cashier of a supermarket. She wants to pay with her card and selects a special method of payment while the shop assistant gives me a baby. It is actually our baby and we take him up the escalator realizing that she is actually quite blond and with a pretty face.

I am in a room with my son's mother and grandfather. They want him to stay longer on holiday with me and buy him an air flight to go back to Italy. They are then looking for a ticket to fly him back at the end of the summer but I realize I will be in Holland then and buy a ticket from there.

I am with my girlfriend walking inside a protestant church wearing our big backpacks. The church is already full and we go to the front but can't find a seat next to each other. I then seat next to a skinny girl who asks for my name while an old lady on the altar preaches how to build a house.

I am at a concert and a young guitarist wearing braces tells us to repeat his name all together. I then asks his last name and start repeating that instead while he takes his fiance on a chart around the open stage. As I look at them sliding on the grass I realize that they will become very famous.

I am in a camera shop and show the shop assistant my broken camera. He then tells me that I am eligible to get a new camera for free and shows me a new model. I this very nice and I feel very happy about it but another shop assistant warns that it is only the camera body without mechanics.

I am girlfriend's father house and realize that he is a gynecologist. He then check the pregnancy status of his daughter and extract two white petals from her vagina. We then look at them together and realize that there are no black seeds on top of them. He then tells us that the baby is dead.

I am walking in a university and realize that I am an hour late. My students are waiting and I excuse myself with the one I should have supervised. They then tell me that I am not supposed to supervise but to lecture about robots. I have them to walk randomly and interact with each other.

I am in an old cellar where other people are eating lunch. I seat next to a fat and a skinny girl and take my food out. I only have some local cheese wrapped in a package and I offer it to the skinny girl. She tries it and really likes it but I try it and realize that it got all wet and it is disgusting.

I am in a second hand warehouse and the shop assistant shows me a used model. I actually look at a lighter one and negotiate a cheap price with him. It actually comes with an external screen but I realize that it is broken. It is too late and I go upstairs to look if he also sells used cameras.

I am in the square of a small village and my girlfriend tells me that she found a part time job for me. She then shows me a man standing with a balloon on the side asking passerby to sign a form. I don't know if I like that job but she tells me that it is well paid and I won't have to speak Dutch.

I am getting in a small airplane but I don't know my seat. I walk down to the end and realize that there are only two available. One is next to a fat guy and one is right in the middle of the aisle. I choose the latter and wait for the last passenger to come in and see if I took his seat but we leave.

I am in the kitchen of a Dutch country house listening to my girlfriend. She tells me that if we move to Italy she prefers going to a big city but I tell her that I have no intention to grow up our kid there. I then walk out and see the sunset imaging how beautiful it would be in the mountains.

I am sleeping with my Venetian apartment and wake up in the middle of the night. I then get my laptop out and start browsing the Internet. As I click on a link the film of a porn star in the far west starts loading. I try to click it away but the sound starts playing and I try to remove the battery.

I am in a bathroom showering and realize that I am together with a guy. I dress myself and find out that he is an old university friend. He is together with other friends from that period and they recall what we were wearing the last time we met. My boyfriend remembers the color of my clothes.

I am watching a local Italian team training. There is a big player in the middle but he gets the ball and cannot score. An old lady wearing normal clothes then run with the ball to the opposite side. A young lady tries to stop her but the old lady manages to pass her and kicks the ball in the goal.

I am walking with my girlfriend inside a hardware store and see a shop assistant carrying a black net for an old woman. I then tell my girlfriend that it must be the net we ordered but she doesn't think so. As we get inside we start looking for our net but realize that the lady must have taken it.

I am in a small village about to take a walk with my son and his mother. I actually want to take them up to a small mountain and cross a bridge with them. We then start ascending the mountain but my son's mother gets really upset saying that her expensive shoes are getting all damaged.

I am in a big church seating on a bench with three other guys. We are supposed to sing a tune together but the American president comes in and I go behind with my riffle to protect him. I actually shoot his laptop and a big projection starts on the old walls of the church showing big crocodiles.

I am with my parents and get on a train. We actually don't go inside but hold ourselves on a wood sticking outside. We reach our destination but the train stops earlier and we get off. The road is blocked and I realize that there is a security check and my ticket is stamped on both sides.

I am walking inside a classroom that a lecture has already started. All my former colleagues are seating and the only place available is on the opposite side. I then cross the room and seat next to my Bulgarian colleague. The lecture ends and she tells me about different grants I could apply to.

I am on a crowded bus and I can see that my girlfriend is also inside. We reach the main station and she gets off from left side but I am pushed to the right side. I see her taking a boat bus to the beach and I also try to get it but have to walk all the way around the other bus and see it leaving.

I am in an apartment of a Chinese mob. I try to convince a guy to give me the money who was supposed to give to another Italian. He gives me his credit card and I climb over a ladder in the terrace. It is not attached to anything and I hear form him that the credit card is anyway insured.

I am in my uncle's garage and take my mountain bike and that of my girlfriend. I manage to open the gate and start biking on a path along the river. There are no bridges crossing to the opposite side but I anyway keep biking and end up in a new road with a lot of tunnels but many stones.

I am in a station waiting for a train to arrive next to the escalator. It arrives and the passengers starts coming towards me. I then hasten to open many metal boxes where I left my money but don't manage on time and a guy opens the last one and find a bill. I take it from him saying it's mine.

I am in my mountain village when my son's mother tells me that the latter got out of control. I then go to a field to check what is going on. The mother asks him to please come home and watch a movie but he doesn't want to and break through a security net. I then propose him another movie.

I am in an empty neighborhood and get in an abandoned house. It is narrow but high and I walk to the very top even though the staircase is old. I then reach the last room and kick a stone off the roof. There are some small jewelry but I hear some one below and walk out without getting caught.

I am walking in front of a big condominium and see my Polish friend and his girlfriend at the end of an ally. I then reach them and they tell me that my friend has just contributed on a big publication. He takes it out and I realize that it is very big and he wrote half of it including my work. 

I am in the kitchen of an outdoor restaurant and observe the cooks. They are a young and an older lady and I see that they are washing salad in hot water with ice. I then wonder if they are cooking for us but realize that they are the personal cooks of the royal family and we are not welcome.

I am walking in an old city at night and see a table outside. I then think it is from a small restaurant and take a seat. A couple comes out an d I realize that they only took the table out to have a romantic dinner. I want to leave but they tell me to stay and light a very thin and long candle for me.

I am in the kitchen of a small apartment doing the dishes and realize that my sister has put away a large spoon still wet. I then tell her to let it drying next time but she is not listening. As I am seating on the table with her I realize that she has put a small mouse in oil jar and it has drawn.

I am in a big outdoor cafe at night and see my ex wife seating alone in a corner. I then go to her and seat down to announce that I no longer have a job in Sweden. I am actually whispering but she speaks up and tells everyone what an idiot I am. I then mumble very loud and everyone laugh.

I am biking on a small bike through a mountain village next to mine and see a path cutting through it. I then take it but it is very steep and I have to push myself up on the handrail. I manage and end up in a small downtown. The road is blocked by a crowded restaurant and I have to go back.


